EYCO Seminar

Toulouse – 9-13 March 2020

What a wonderful week this has been!
In this document you will find some ‘First Notes’ of the seminar. A collection of
pictures and information, compiled for the participants of the seminar. In no way
is this document complete or final or meant for wider distribution. All the
participants will be informed on how and when the final documents will be made
and distributed by the end of the year.

Thank you, Adam, Alice, Anja, Clara, Fanni, Ilaria, Isabel, James, Jano, Kaupo,
Leonardo, Marjolein, Nazli, Oton, Robin, Roland, Wiktoria and Wolfgang.

Warm greetings from Andrea Martínez Calzado and Tommaso Negri!

DAY 1
Day 1 was all about getting to know each other and discovering the project and its
Timetable of the week: 9-13 March 2020
underlying theories and perspectives.
Toulouse- La Grainerie
Monday 9
Daily
Theme
Morning
9.3013.00

Tuesday 10

Welcome & discover Active & directive

Start at 10.00
Warming group games
Know each other
Cohesion, presence and
trust

Wednesday 11

Thursday 12

Friday 13

New & old

Feel & think

Give & take

Balance:

Juggling:

Acro-partners:

Teacher and studentcentered approaches to
balance

Competition, motivation
and frustration
through juggling discipline

Creation & creativity
through the acrobalance

Pedagogical models

European key
competences Formal and
non-formal education

Short - long term plan

Feedback
and evaluation of the
week

LUNCH
Grainerie

LUNCH
Grainerie

Plan and lead activities

Free time
and visit Toulouse!

DINNER
Grainerie

DINNER

13.0014.30

LUNCH
Grainerie

LUNCH
Grainerie

LUNCH
Grainerie

Afternoon

Theoretical
introduction

Aerials:

Floor Acrobatics:

14.3018.00

What is LCL education?
Goals of the week

19.0020.00

DINNER
Grainerie

Learning and teaching
styles

Assessment and evaluation
through acrobatics
discipline
through aerial discipline Experiential Learning Cycle

DINNER
Grainerie

DINNER
Lido, with visit of the School

20.30 Show
Grainerie residence

20.30 show Lido:
essays de Cirque (2h)

Plan and lead activities

On the first day, we already had some deep
Thinking & Sharing, for instance on the question
“What is Reality?”, the difference between the
teacher-centered model and the learner-centered
one, and on the “Five Elements” of Learner
Centered Learning (LCL). The group gave us a first
interpretations of each of the five points to explain
their thoughts.

We discovered how the Learner Centered Education takes step by the
Constructivism Learning Theory.

All we know of the world are human
interpretations of our experience of the
world
People construct their own understanding
and knowledge of the world, through
experiencing things and reflecting on those

This vision of knowledge does not
necessarily reject the existence of a
real world

FROM
CONSTRUCTIVISM
TO
ACTIVE LEARNING

Learning is an active process in which
meaning is developed based on
experience.

CONSTRUCTIVISM LEARNING THEORY
Students have diversified perspectives or reference patterns provided by
their history: these differences must be considered and respected in order to
engage students and let take them the responsibility for their own learning
The learning process is more functional when the content is relevant
and meaningful for the learner and when the learner is actively
engaged in the creation of his knowledge and understanding
Learning proceeds more easily in an environment that promotes
interpersonal relationships and interactions, and in which the
learner feels appreciated, recognized, respected and valued
Learning is conceived as a natural process; so the primary responsibility of the
teacher is to create and maintain a collaborative problem-solving
environment, where students are allowed to construct their own knowledge

We also learned to unravel some of the ‘hidden’ diversity in our group of learners.

And we start our journey to find out how the third box of the circus pedagogy will
be made.

Try to fill the table below with your thoughts, and if you like, send it to us!
Elements
Knowledge
Student Participation
Role of the teacher
Role of assessment
Emphasis
Assessment Method
Academic Culture

LCC –Learner-Centered-Circus

DAY 2
Day 2 began with Balance as the first discipline that was tackled. Andrea’s
approach was rather Teacher Centered, and Tommaso’s approach more Learner
Centered, and we soon found out that both perspectives don’t have to be opposed
towards each other, but each have their merits and flaws.

The afternoon was focused around Aerials,
and we were introduced in the distinction
between ‘imitation - repetition –
experimentation - internal understanding’, as
teaching styles, connected to the 4 learning
styles: visual, auditory, kinesthetics and
reading.

By groups we shared different ways to present activities mixing teaching and
learning styles. With a lot of fun using scarves to climb silks...!
We also discovered that most of the participants were dominantly Kinesthetic
Learners!

We went also deeper in the pedagogical model and theories about The Robot
named “FREHLK” (with at least three possible & surprising shapes), The Zone of
Proximal Development (Vygotsky) and the Flow Model (by the dead guy with the
name that is almost impossible to spell), the two triangle with the teaching and
facilitating styles: clown, nurse and policeman; professor, animator and model. And
we discovered the new word “Obliquity”.

teaching styles

nurse

police

facilitating styles

model

professor

animator
clown

The Flow Model of Optimal Experience (Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi)
The studies have suggested that the phenomenology of enjoyment has eight major components. When people reflect on how it
feels when their experience is most positive, they mention at least one, and often all, of the following:
1. We confront tasks we have a chance of completing;
2. We must be able to concentrate on what we are doing;
3. The task has clear goals;
4. The task provides immediate feedback;
5. One acts with deep, but effortless involvement, that removes from awareness the worries and frustrations of everyday life;
6. One exercises a sense of control over their actions;
7. Concern for the self disappears, yet, paradoxically the sense of self emerges stronger after the flow experience is over; and
8. The sense of duration of time is altered
The combination of all these elements causes a sense of deep enjoyment that is so rewarding people feel that expending a great
deal of energy is worthwhile simply to be able to feel it.

And to close the day we went to see a very French show in the beautiful theatre of
the Grainierie!

DAY 3
In the morning of Day 3, first of all, we meet the
Chuck Norris in the Chuck Norris Game, the last step
of the evolution process. And then it was about
juggling, the pros and cons of competition, and the
Key Competences for Life Long Learning.

The Key Competences of Life Long Learning

• communication in the mother tongue, which is the ability to express and interpret concepts, thoughts,
feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and to
interact linguistically in an appropriate and creative way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts;

• communication in foreign languages, which involves, in addition to the main skill dimensions of
communication in the mother tongue, mediation and intercultural understanding. The level of proficiency
depends on several factors and the capacity for listening, speaking, reading and writing;

• mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology. Mathematical
competence is the ability to develop and apply mathematical thinking in order to solve a range of
problems in everyday situations, with the emphasis being placed on process, activity and knowledge.
Basic competences in science and technology refer to the mastery, use and application of knowledge and
methodologies that explain the natural world. These involve an understanding of the changes caused by
human activity and the responsibility of each individual as a citizen;

• digital competence involves the confident and critical use of information society technology (IST) and
thus basic skills in information and communication technology (ICT);

• learning to learn is related to learning, the ability to pursue and organise one's own learning, either
individually or in groups, in accordance with one's own needs, and awareness of methods and
opportunities;

• social and civic competences. Social competence refers to personal, interpersonal and intercultural
competence and all forms of behaviour that equip individuals to participate in an effective and
constructive way in social and working life. It is linked to personal and social well-being. An understanding
of codes of conduct and customs in the different environments in which individuals operate is essential.
Civic competence, and particularly knowledge of social and political concepts and structures (democracy,
justice, equality, citizenship and civil rights), equips individuals to engage in active and democratic
participation;

• sense of initiative and entrepreneurship is the ability to turn ideas into action. It involves creativity,
innovation and risk taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in order to achieve
objectives. The individual is aware of the context of his/her work and is able to seize opportunities that
arise. It is the foundation for acquiring more specific skills and knowledge
needed by those establishing or contributing to social or commercial activity. This should include
awareness of ethical values and promote good governance;

• cultural awareness and expression, which involves appreciation of the importance of the creative
importance of ideas, experiences and emotions in a range of media such as music, literature and
visual and performing arts.

These key competences are all interdependent, and the emphasis in each case is on critical thinking,
creativity, initiative, problem solving, risk assessment, decision taking and constructive management of
feelings.

At the end of the morning 4 groups presented a juggling activity connected the
technical progression of a props with the 2 of the European Competences.

In the afternoon of Day 3 we had a nice wake-up with the yoguitos cards: yoga
position drawing, for stretch and strength.
This was the warm-up for a floor acrobatics session, where the acrobatics skills
were used to check and analyse the role of assessment in a learner-centered
setting. How can we progress in the acrobatics technical learning with no loosing
our active pedagogy?
And once again, what is an active pedagogy?

…………

Maybe this line that show the continuum between a directive and a non-directive
teaching can help our understanding…

For sure, it’s important say that about this, active pedagogy and directive teaching,
a LOT of things has been written, so depending from which perspective you take
the topic you can find different material and information…
What we said, to have a common vocabulary, was that an active approach means
for us to let at least a space to learners as decision makers and problem solving,
and let them taking part in defining the learning goals.
But, don’t stop to look for, there’s so many nuances in that concept!
…To close the day we shared a relaxing “water massage” …
Where someone said “I feel like an astronaut!”…

And then… Did you like the show at lido??

DAY 4
We start with a check-in round with some thinking on our feeling at this moment
of the week within the Blob Circus (where we discovered were missing a lot of
characters..).

The morning continued with a warmup for an acro-balance class with a lot of Koala
everywhere.
We discovered some acro-cards, made in Netherlands, with different positions for
our bodies, and we played with them discovering and creating new pyramids.

The morning is still not finished and despite a not little tension for the
advancement of Corona Virus, and the flights cancelled, the session went on with
an overview on the interesting work of Carole Dweck on the fixed and growth
mindset, and a focus on the failure management.
Fixed
Avoid
Answers
(I have to answer the teacher)
Final

Fixed and Growth Mindset
Intelligence
Challenge
Teacher
Exams

Disables
(I can’t, I fail, it’s impossible..)

Language

Fail

Mistakes

Growth
Accept
Question (I question him..)
Snapshot
(short and usual...)
Constructive
(I’ll get, I’m not able YET)
Learn

F.A.I.L.: First Attempt In Learning!
Then the “ball” was completely given to the group: The Trailer was presented.
4 groups will plan and lead a lesson with the rest of the participants, each one with
a discipline: juggling, acro, balance and aerial.
More detail about these sessions in another document.

DAY 5
On the final day of the seminar, the Aerial Working Groups presented their creative
LCL workshops. We worked on harvesting our last experiences and extracting our
thoughts into the frame of the Role of the Teacher.

Before say goodbye, we made some evaluations, played some games, ran through
the week, and STILL had the energy to produce some amazing sharing circles on:
what do you take away, what is still to finish, how you will use this experience in
the next week, What you’ll share in my working place…?
The Five Day seminar was ritually closed using the highly serious Gufi Gufi Exercise.

That’s all for now
Ps: Spread the Word and please share your future ideas in our Resource Center
(Google Drive)!
Of course, this information will be thoroughly processed in the future

With love from:
Andrea Martínez
Circus Trainer, Trainer for trainers and social
Circus, Sociocultural Animator, circus artist and
trombone player.
Manager/Coordinator of CircMenut and
Encirca't. Networking with APCC, Professional
organization of Catalan circus, La Central del
Circ, with the Spanish Umbrella, FEECSE, and
the European organization EYCO.
I'm curious, active, critical, passionate, nervous
but calm.... Sometimes little, others big. Always
growing and believing in circus power.

Tommaso Negri
Confused by a degree in philosophy, he clears
his minds in the circus pedagogical formation at
the Ecole de Cirque de Bruxelles.
He teaches circus around the world,
believing and spreading the transformative
power of circus, also as trainer for trainers for
the Cirque du Soleil.
Back in Italy, starts working with Giocolieri &
Dintorni, as pedagogical trainer in the
Circosfera program, and he develops the “FiX”,
the Italian Social Circus Training Program.
Today he’s juggling between the direction of
AltroCirco, program for social circus
development and networking in Italy,
and the management of his circus school in
Siena, “Badabam”!

